
TODAY’S SCHEDULE

1:00 - 2:00 PM: Shaumbra News with 
Geoffrey & Linda
2:30 - 4:15 PM: Shoud 6 of the Walk On: 
The Powerless Life  Series
4:30 PM: Pizza Party

SHAUMBRA CALENDAR

Watch online
Adamus Saint-Germain’s
Message to Shaumbra
February 14, 2016 
As promised, Adamus will address 
Shaumbra in an online webcast. An email 
will be sent to all Shaumbra with a link to 
this special event. It will be a day of Hearts 
& Spades.

Sold Out!
The Threshold
Mantra Mooloolaba Beach Resort
Mooloolaba, Queensland, Australia
February 14 - 18, 2016

2-day Intensive
Light Integration - Body & Mind
Crows Nest Centre
Sydney, Australia
February 22 - 23, 2016
We’re back in Sydney 
for an intense two-day 
workshop to integrate 
new levels of the Light 
Body and Light Mind. 
This is a highly experi-
ential workshop with 
Adamus. He will guide 
attendees into Light In-
tegration of the body 
and mind, as well as 

showing how you can be in the AND of 
the physical and light bodies. 

10 spaces still available
The Threshold
Sparkling Hill Resort
Vernon, British Columbia, Canada
March 20 - 25, 2016
We’re going back to the incredible Spar-
kling Hill Resort & Spa for the 4th time be-
cause it’s an ideal location for The Thresh-
old. The Threshold is a premium Crimson 
Circle event based on what Adamus calls 
The Threshold of Enlightenment. Accord-
ing to Adamus, our journey on the spiritual 
path has encompassed many lifetimes, but 
now we hesitate at the threshold of the 
realization of enlightenment. During this 
very intense 5-day gathering, we will dive 
deeply into our makyo, dragons, distrac-
tions, excuses and fears about The Thresh-
old. SES is a requirement and Aspectology 
is highly recommended. 

Ready for some sun and sand?
BON Adventure
Hawaii (Big Island), Hawaii USA
April 10 - 14, 2016

FEBRUARY 6, 2016

We’ll start with a lavish Hawaii-style open-
ing dinner on Sunday night, April 10. There 
will be sessions with Adamus each morn-
ing, and then free time in the afternoons 
to integrate and explore. We’ll also arrange 
some optional afternoon activities such as 
swimming with the dolphins, and touring 
the Kilauea volcano, the world’s only ac-
tive  “drive-in” volcano. The daily sessions 
will focus around the BON, the thing that 
Adamus calls the backdrop of life. We’ll also 
work with Light Body and Mind Integration, 
and realizing the difference between men-
tal thoughts and consciousness. 

Sold Out!
The Threshold
Villa Sabolini Dimora Storica
Siena, Italy
May 20 - 25, 2016

Now  open for registration
Adamus Saint-Germain’s 
THE AHMYO RETREAT -
Living in Abundance and Grace
Monteriggioni, Italy (Tuscany)
May 28 - June 1, 2016
Special musical guests – Yoham, with Ger-

hard, Einat and Amir
This very special Ahmyo 
Retreat is for Shaumbra 
who are ready to leave 
behind the illusion of 
power, the rigors of du-
ality and the limitations 
of mental constructs. 
Adamus will challenge 
attendees to go beyond 
self-compromise and in-
terpersonal-negotiation 
in order to break through 
into Ahmyo. There are no 

CRIMSON CIRCLE



pre-requisites for The Ahmyo Retreat but it is intended for those 
who are committed to embodied enlightenment.

Opens for public
registration March 8
June Shoud - Live from Munich 
Bürgerhaus Römerschanz
Grünwald (Munich area), Bavaria, Germany
Saturday, June 4, 2016
This is the first time in the history of Crimson Circle that the 
Monthly Shoud is broadcast from outside of Colorado. Linda 
and Geoff will be in Europe at the end of May, so we decided 
it would be a great opportunity to do a webcast from Mu-
nich on the regular Shoud day of June 4. Join us in Grünwald, 
Southern Germany, right outside Munich for this unique oc-
casion! Meet with other Shaumbra, get together for those 
precious hugs and smiles. See faces of those who meet with 
you each month, sitting behind their own screens at their 
homes, just like you. Yoham – with Gerhard, Einat and Amir 
– will be playing live music, to make this occasion even more 
special. We will be broadcasting the Shoud live as usual and 
invite all Shaumbra around the world to join us, also that 
group of “regulars” in Colorado.

Opens for public registration March 8
A Day with Adamus in Munich!
Bürgerhaus Römerschanz
Grünwald (Munich area), Bavaria, Germany
Sunday, June 5, 2016
A full day with Adamus, experiences and live music by Yo-
ham, expanding consciousness, and sitting in that familiar en-
ergy of Shaumbra.  The Professor is the master of distraction 
and you can be sure he will choose a worthwhile topic to dis-
tract you with.  These “A Day with Adamus” events are always 
specific for the attending group, always important launches 
for consciousness shifts, and sometimes even pioneering into 
areas no one has explored before. 

TODAY’S MUSIC  

Opening: This Majestic Land by Mi-
chael Hoppe 
During Break: Bare Wood by Ottmar 
Liebert
Before Adamus’ Message:  Music vid-
eo - Hypnosis by Damien Rice from the 
motion picture The Prophet inspired by 
the classic book by Kahlil Gibran
Credits: Walking in Paris by Studio le 
Bus

NOW PLAYING ON THE CLOUD CLASS

In this fast-paced, provocative and multi-layered presentation, 
Adamus looks not only into the coming year but the coming de-
cade and beyond. Planet Earth is in the midst of monumental 
changes on all fronts, from technology to medicine, education 
to religion, food to finance and more. It’s not “coming soon,” it’s 
happening now.

Adamus begins ProGnost 2016 by discussing some of the astound-
ing phenomena unfolding before our very eyes, including many 
changes that were foretold at the Quantum Leap in September 
2007. Technological advancement is unfolding at an exponential 
rate, overtaking the mind’s capability to manage, and overwhelm-
ing the physical senses.

ProGnost 2016 is based on facts that are happening right now. 
Adamus lays out a map about what’s coming next as the result 
of exponential advances in technology, and paints a picture of 
what’s on the horizon for humanity. It’s information-based rath-
er than fear-based, but it prompts many, many questions about 
what life will look like in the next few decades. One thing is cer-
tain: Our world will change in the years ahead.

Available now on the Cloud Class. Price: $100
NEW! Merabh Zone is the latest 
creation from the musical group 
Yoham. For nearly ten years Ein-
at, Gerhard and Amir have been 
sharing their music and spirit with 
Shaumbra. As in previous Merabh 
recordings, their music provides a 
safe space for you to experience 
yourself, to be with yourself and to 
allow transformation and a shift of 
consciousness. Unlike the previous 
Merabh volumes, Merabh Zone is a 

pure instrumental musical experience. It invites you to go on your own 
journey, to trust your inner guidance and allow your own mastery. Yoham 
created five distinct and deep musical tracks of around 30 minutes each. 
Available as an online download.


